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With their temporary alliance dissolved and a truce now formed, where
will Alice and Iska go from here? Neither one of them is willing to defect,
yet they know the bond they share is not so easily broken...
Dismayed by the havoc wreaked on the Earth by humankind, its five
guardian spirits decide to act. But as they argue amongst themselves on
what the judgement should be, one enraged spirit, Nila, becomes
determined to take matters into her own hands, forcing the remaining
four to unite in a desperate final battle to prevent her from wiping not
just humans, but all life from the face of the planet. This is a highly
personal and timely book that features some of Eldo’s most beautiful
artwork to date. With its central themes of ecology, philosophy and
spirituality, Hen Kai Pan is a kinetic, emotionally charged work that
delivers a powerful message that will resonate not just with manga fans,
but all readers. “Hen Kai Pan” translates as “One and All”, and is the
motto of Cosmotheism.
Reincarnated as a character in the legendary erotic game, “Magical
Explorer,” it doesn’t take long for our hero to discover that he’s been
designated the unlucky side-character rather than the game’s lady-killer
protagonist. Not to worry, though! Armed with his vast knowledge of the
game (and a few cheats) he’ll do whatever it takes to win the hearts of the
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game’s heroines and emerge as the most accomplished student at the
Sorcerer's Academy!
With all dirty schemes successfully deployed' Shinichi and his friends have
finally gotten the church to agree to a temporary truce. Next up is...taking
on the Goddess herself! Easier said than done' since they still have no
leads on who she is or where she could be hiding. Their only hope is to
locate a forest at the top of the Goddess's hit list' known for housing the
Elven Tomb. But Shinichi will need to tread carefully: The elves protecting
the sacred monument are so hostile toward humans that even the undying
heroes are no match for them!
The Empty Box and Zeroth Maria, Vol. 2 (light novel)
How a Realist Hero Rebuilt the Kingdom: Volume 10
Throne of Magical Arcana(1)
The Invincible Shovel (Light Novel) Vol. 4
Magical Explorer, Vol. 1 (light novel)

New York, 1931. The manufacture and sale of alcoholic
beverages is prohibited by law, but behind this prohibition,
organized crime flourishes-so, too, do bank robbers,
bootleggers, assassins, and homunculi. Some want money,
some are chasing the secret to immortality, and others just
want to have a really good time. You know what they say,
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though: You can't always get what you want.
WHAT DO YOU MEAN, WE’RE TURNING BACK? The Dusk Realm
has begun to attract attention as a new hunting ground.
However, all is not well–there’s been a rise in cultist and white
giant activity, and massive new monsters have emerged!
Together with Soma, the head of the Day Breakers, Haruhiro
and the Tokkis get caught up in large-scale military offensive
against the inhabitants of the Dusk Realm. Can they make it
back to the Day Realm–and if the way is cut off, where will they
go?
KNOW THY ENEMY’S SHOVEL It’s smooth sailing as Alan and
crew cross the ocean in search of the next orb. No challenge
can withstand the might of the strongest miner in the world
and his invincible shovel. Even the devoted anti-shovel lady
knight Catria is beginning to lose hope of ever saving the
world from shovel contamination. But in order to beat this
monster, she may have to become one herself!
“Knowledge is power.” “The so-called God, is but merely a
little bit stronger Arcanist.” Carrying a bunch of knowledge,
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Xia Feng crossed over.
The Invincible Shovel (Light Novel) Vol. 3
Bringing the Farm to Live in Another World
Chronicles of an Aristocrat Reborn in Another World (Manga)
Vol. 1
Classroom of the Elite: Year 2 (Light Novel) Vol. 1
Record of Wortenia War: Volume 6
When your world comes crashing down around you...who can you
turn to? Nothing is more important to Kazuki Hoshino than
his normal, everyday life. But his friends are accusing him
of committing offenses he doesn't remember, and his closest
relationships are crumbling one by one. Soon, the life he
knows will vanish forever. If a box is involved, as he
suspects, Maria is his most valuable ally...but how will he
keep from losing her, too?
Among the quiet villages and towns of 18th century Europe,
demons known as the Ill hide within the most beautiful works
of art, sparked to life by the torment of their creators.
Attracted by their jewel-like allure, the unwary find
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themselves possessed by the Ill and driven to horrific acts
of violence. Only the hunters of the Ciste Vihad can dispel
the Ill. March is one such hunter, tracking the Ill from
town to town to find the antiques that contain the demons
before they can possess anyone. If the worst has come to
pass, March's full powers are unleashed to battle the
fiendish Ill. Born of tragedy, the artifacts all have their
own tales to tell, as do each of their victims. But March's
story may be the most tragic of all. -- VIZ Media
Gamer siblings Sora and Shiro have at last defeated the Old
Deus Holou, and now they're switching gears: their next
endeavor is to make Holou the number-one idol pop star in
all of Disboard! But amid the chaos of their pet project
comes a strange message from the representative of the 10thranked race, the Ex Machina... Is another arduous battle on
the horizon for Sora and Shiro?!
Break free...if you can Getting assigned to a special
mission to infiltrate the Sovereignty was already more than
Iska could handle, but with Captain Mismis becoming a witch,
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his list of problems just keeps getting longer. To make
matters even worse, Iska finds himself dragged to the
Sovereignty's prison block after an accident nobody
bargained for. There, he's chained to Alice, giving him no
chance of escape-and intimate insight into her true nature.
But reality comes crashing down on them hard when the
"transcendental" sorcerer manages to break out of his
cell...
Sex Bombs
Chibimono
Countdown
.hack//AI buster Volume 1
No Game No Life, Vol. 9 (light novel)
"Starting today, I will formally become the king of this Kingdom of
Friedonia." Having returned from the Union of Eastern Nations and rested
awhile, the ceremony that will turn Souma from a provisional king to the
true king is rapidly approaching. Because Souma's marriage to his
fiancées is to be held on the same day, the capital gets more lively than
ever! Meanwhile, using his own marriage as an impetus, Souma
encourages his retainers to get married, too. Those who are already
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engaged to be married, those who aren't ready to be husband and wife yet,
those who haven't even recognized their own love—Souma shows concern
for all his retainers' different circumstances... The revolutionary
administrative fantasy series, volume ten!
Having become the Baron of the Wortenia peninsula, Ryoma Mikoshiba
seeks to broaden his influence. And yet, Ryoma learns that Count Salzberg
seeks to take advantage of him. Ryoma exploits the count's weaknesses
and strikes a deal that earns him his full cooperation. He then sets out to
suppress the peninsula itself with the slaves he liberated, but an
unexpected encounter awaits him in the lands of Wortenia... The fantasy
story of a summoned man's journey to domination reaches its sixth
volume!
A legendary miner teams up with a runaway princess to combat demons
and track down cursed jewels in this hot new light novel series, known in
Japan as Scoop Musou! The strongest miner in the world, Alan can reduce
mountains to rubble with a swing of his trusty shovel—a legendary tool
that grants him immortal life and can blast through the strongest of foes.
When this legendary miner teams up with a runaway princess to track
down cursed jewels and save her kingdom from an invading demon force,
evil doesn’t stand a chance. A hilarious fantasy tale for fans of RPGs, with
adventure... in spades!
A hungry villain has returned to feed on the citys fear! Its up to the allPage 7/19
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new Captain America and Nomad to curb the Scarecrows appetite, a task
that might be easier if the dysfunctional duo werent always at each
others throats! While the Scarecrow and his army of terror crows do
their worst, Cap and Nomad find themselves separated, one step behind
the villains fearsome plans. But when the Scarecrows terror pheromone
takes Captain Americas mind, its Nomads last stand! What does it take
to scare a man who grew up in a dimension of boogiemen? And can he
bring Cap back to his senses before his mind is lost to fear forever? Plus:
classic tales of terror starring the Scarecrow and Sam Wilson! Collecting:
All-New Captain America: Fear Him #1-4, Captain America (1968) #280,
and Avengers (1998) #64.
A Girls' Love Anthology That Resonates in Your Heart
Fear Him
My Broken Mariko
Record of Wortenia War: Volume 10
Grimgar of Fantasy and Ash (Light Novel)

What would life be like if there were guardian spirit for everything? Well, then what if the
spirit that likes to hang out with you is only a spirit in training? That's what Wakaba finds
out one day when her family moves into a new house and she starts to notice that
some of her belongings are disappearing. Enter Nanana, a spirit of "nai-nai." While her
job is to make precious items disappear, then reappear again once the owner has lost
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all hope of recovering the item, Nanana has the bad habit of forgetting where she hid
the items she made disappear! Come and join this adorable new world from the creator
of Princess Tutu! Nanana promises to make your boredom disappear!
When the civilizations of yesteryear fade from memory and become fanciful fantasy, the
only evidence of their existence...is books. Ash, a young boy living in a remote farming
village, holds a secret—he possesses memories of a distant and more bountiful past
life. Days of toiling in the fields have given rise to a burning desire: to bring more
enjoyment to the everyday doldrums of his dreary present day! And while books may be
the answer, Ash...can’t actually read! But where there is a will, there is a way. Join Ash
as he battles illiteracy and sets his sights on a better life!
Miyako Florence isn’t sad when her fianc breaks off their engagement after two years.
It’s all according to plan! Whisked to the world of her favorite otome game, Miyako frees
herself from a dull noble to pursue her true soulmate: the game’s villainess Fuuka
Hamilton. Proud Fuuka only has eyes for their mutual ex-fianc ! Miyako confesses her
love to Fuuka and proposes that they run away together. Fuuka agrees on one
condition: Miyako must make her say “I’m happy” in 14 days. With conniving nobles,
strange diseases, and magical rituals pulling them apart, can Miyako win the villainess’s
heart? A tentative bud blossoms in this twisting romance from the author of Sexiled!
One evening in early spring, eight-year-old Erika Aurelia realizes she’s the detestable
little villainess from an otome game called Liber Monstrorum: The Winter Maiden and
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the Phantasmic Beasts. As if that wasn’t bad enough already, Erika’s role in the game
is to pester the main character... and then die in order to kick off a mysterious series of
events! These incidents are different in each love interest’s route, and seven routes
means seven deaths to avoid. Not one to throw in the towel, Erika knows she must take
action to destroy her death flags—and since her life is on the line, there’s no time to
lose! Her very first death flag is set to rise after she meets two noble children from a
prominent magician’s house. In order to prevent the resulting incidents, the Gold Rush
Murders, she arms herself with her brother's expensive(!!!) magical items and heads
into the ancient Seafarer’s Ruins. But things don’t quite go according to plan...
Dungeon Busters: Volume 2
Reborn as a Side Character in a Fantasy Dating Sim
The Art Of Fullmetal Alchemist
Our Last Crusade or the Rise of a New World, Vol. 3 (light novel)
Shiro Amano: The Artwork of Kingdom Hearts
Proclaimed handsome elite businessman, Yuto Shinonome, falls in love at first sight
with Tamaki, a beauty who’s exactly his type. It hits him like a ton of bricks when he
finds out Tamaki is actually a guy!! Nevertheless, Yuto still acts like a kid with a
crush and teases Tamaki like there’s no tomorrow ⋯ How can perverse Yuto handle
love!?
Pandora's Box has finally opened as the academy falls into calamity! The streets are
filled with depraved students who are being enslaved by corrupted humans and at the
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heart of it all, Shirley White has been captured by her greatest enemy. Can she
overcome her past and not only save her long lost sister, but save all the people she
used along the way?
The long-standing upheaval in northern Rhoadseria approaches its conclusion! Ryoma
Mikoshiba’s plan has caused countless refugees to flood Epirus, who clash with its
citizens and plunge the city into chaos. In the midst of this violence, Signus decides
to cut a new path with his own two hands. Meanwhile, Ryoma uses Lady Yulia to
achieve his goal. However, this act only sparks animosity among the country’s
nobility. As the war rages on, new conflict approaches from the south. Ryoma
relishes in a momentary victory, but new clouds of war brew over him!
Translated faithfully from the Japanese edition, this coffee table book contains all the
color artwork by Hiromu Arakawa from 2001-2003, including portraits of the main
characters and character designs from the PS2 game Fullmetal Alchemist. Includes a
message from the artist.
Deathbound Duke's Daughter: Volume 1
No Game No Life, Vol. 10 (light novel)
Record of Wortenia War: Volume 14
Regretfully, There Are More Oddballs
The Invincible Shovel (Light Novel) Vol. 1
You can run, but you can't hide... After pulling off a successful coup
d'état for the Elkian throne, Sora and Shiro take their devil-may-care
attitude to running a pharmacy. One of their first customers is the
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leader of the eighth-ranked race, the Dwarves, who comes to blows with
the two of them over the bill for his drugs and taunts, "Why did you
run from your old world?" At the same time, the gamer siblings are
saddled with a runaway Dwarf girl named Til...who also has a bone to
pick with the Dwarf leader! With so much conflict at hand, will Sora
and Shiro have time to run a business?!
Tsuguto Sumihara is way too nice...or rather, was too nice. He lost
his life in a bus accident after being bullied into giving up his
seat, and somehow was reincarnated into a mining camp! Not only that,
the mine is at the base of an impossibly tall tower. It's there he
meets the ram--horned Loulier, his first friend in this bizarre land.
But when she's bullied, Tsuguto finds that maybe he wasn't
reincarnated without powers after all...and that, if he's to have a
future in this strange new land, Loulier's just the partner he needs.
In this direct sequel series to the cutthroat school drama that
inspired an anime and manga adaptation (also from Seven Seas), the
students' second year begins--and the stakes are as high as ever!
Students of the prestigious Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing High
School are given remarkable freedom--if they can win, barter, or save
enough points to work their way up the ranks! Ayanokouji Kiyotaka
started at the bottom in the scorned Class D, where he met Horikita
Suzune, who was determined to rise up the ladder to Class A. Who can
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beat the system in a school where cutthroat competition is the name of
the game? The second year of this intense school drama begins now!
A legendary miner teams up with a runaway princess to combat demons
and track down cursed jewels in this hot new light novel series, known
in Japan as Scoop Musou! Alan is the strongest miner in the world,
able to reduce mountains to rubble with simply a swing of his trusty
shovel. But when Princess Letitia begs him to escort her on a quest to
save her kingdom from an invading demon force, he agrees to leave his
solitary mountain abode and venture forth, on one condition: she must
help him find a successor to train. In this hilarious fantasy tale for
fans of RPGs, evil doesn't stand a chance against the mighty power of
the shovel!
The Dirty Way to Destroy the Goddess's Heroes, Vol. 4 (light novel)
Éclair
Our Last Crusade Or the Rise of a New World, Vol. 3
The Rolling Bootlegs
A Lily Blooms in Another World

Bringing The Farm To Live In Another World summary: Bringing the Farm to Live
in Another World is composed of a series of chapters where a man awakens in an
unfamiliar place. He quickly notices that his life is not as it should be, and his
main mission is to change the behavior and try to rebuild broken things.
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However, his body does not function normally, so he encounters different
problems on his way. That can be truly challenging but very rewarding at the
same time because he has a chance to fulfill life while discovering the real
purpose of existence.At first, the man starts re-developing his family, and he also
personally grows together with that effort. That's a very good chance for the
entire place where he found himself at the beginning of the book. The family has
better chances to make something valuable and significant on the land, while the
single man is quite limited in different aspects of life. His mission slowly
becomes an epic journey and a very interesting story. The new place, however,
seems strange to him so he struggles a lot to adapt to the new environment.To
overcome various problems with his body, he is taking different types of drugs
on a regular basis. The drugs provide some benefits because he can operate with
his body better while on the treatment. However, such medication also has
negative sides, so the situation is not ideal at all. The man still has one
supernatural power despite all the problems he faces in the new places.He is
capable to enter another world, which is, in fact, a farming simulation game. It
does not seem useful at first. However, he can find normal food in that strange
world. And it can be used elsewhere, even in the regular world. That still does not
seem like a big deal, but he is stuck in an unfamiliar place, and the food is of
precious value to him. He can survive without problems thanks to that
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supernatural ability because he always has enough food to eat well. That's why
this cheat is so valuable to him. He also finds out about other happenings in
strange places.There are other inhabitants near him, and their communities are
full of different intrigues, businesses, fights, farming and other events. The man
has the possibility to slowly discovers the new places, but various problems are
inevitable in his case. He will also have a chance to get involved in those
happenings of other inhabitants, and you can find out many other details if you
decide to read this novel. Like many other online books on this website, Bringing
the Farm to Live in Another World is constantly growing and the updates arrive
almost on a daily basis. So there is always something new even for the most
faithful readers. So if you are a fan of such mixed genres, you should not miss
the opportunity to read this great book
UNBURY YOUR POTENTIAL! They say a hero armed with a legendary shovel has
saved the elven race, conquered the king of the undead, and vanquished the
desert dragon—they’re right. He’s Alan, strongest miner in the world, and, at this
rate, his search for the cursed jewels to save the kingdom will be over in a flash.
Princess Lithisia is shoveljoyed! And yet...how can she hope to become the
ultimate princess to match the ultimate miner? The adventure continues in this
uproarious romp through swords, sorcery, and shovels!
The O’ltormean invasion war against the Three-Kingdom Alliance reaches its
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conclusion thanks to Ryoma’s efforts. In so doing, Ryoma forms a powerful
connection with Xarooda’s king, Julianus I. With these achievements under his
belt, Ryoma makes his triumphant return to his domain in the Wortenia
Peninsula. However, Sudou and his Organization continue to act in secret,
sowing chaos throughout the western continent. Seeing Ryoma’s influence and
realizing the threat he might pose, they begin to weave dangerous new plots...
The fantasy epic of a young leader and his strategic plays reaches its tenth
volume!
Tomoyo Shiino has stood by her friend Mariko through years of abuse,
abandonment, and depression. However horrific her circumstances, their
friendship has been the one reassuring constant in Mariko's life-and Tomoyo's
too. That is, until Tomoyo is utterly blindsided by news of Mariko's death. In life,
Tomoyo felt powerless to help her best friend out of the darkness that ultimately
drove her over the edge. Now, Tomoyo is determined to liberate Mariko's ashes
for one final journey together... to set free her dear, broken Mariko.
March Story
Webnovel
Keeping His Whims in Check
The Girl, the Shovel and the Evil Eye 2
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Mouth watering smut about kissin' cousins and something called
"VirginRoad".
One fateful day, Ezoe Kazuhiko stepped foot inside the dungeon that
appeared inside his yard and ended up triggering the Dungeon Outbreak
Phenomenon. Together with the companions he’s gathered under his new
company, Dungeon Busters Inc., he successfully clears Sapporo Dungeon.
Within its deepest parts, he discovers...reliefs confirming the
existence of an entity behind the emergences?! As humankind celebrates
its first ever victory, Ezoe decides where to take the company going
forward and cooperates with the Japanese government in pushing the
adventurer initiative ever further. At the same time, the successive
appearance of even more dungeons forces other countries around the
world to decide exactly what it is that they will be doing about the
dungeons. How will the major powers of Gamerica and Sina move? Change
is coming, and fast! The world continues plunging into even further
chaos in the second volume of this dungeon-delving epic with
overwhelming realism!
In the prequel to .hack, Albireo meets Lycoris in The World, an
advanced online fantasy game, and soon realizes that she not only can
break rules within The World, but that she holds a deadly secret.
The Girl, the Shovel and the Evil Eye 2Kodansha America LLC
Fushi no Kami: Rebuilding Civilization Starts With a Village (Manga)
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Volume 1
Hen Kai Pan
Pandra II
All-New Captain America
The Invincible Shovel (Light Novel) Vol. 2

A fun isekai tale about a modern man reincarnated as a
young nobleman with powerful magic! After dying in the act
of stopping a crime in modern Japan, our hero is
reincarnated as Cain von Silford, third son of a noble
family in a world of swords and sorcery. In his new life,
all children receive a blessing from the gods...but Cain is
unexpectedly blessed with an absolutely enormous, over-thetop cornucopia of magical powers. If his dream of traveling
the world as a free spirit is to come true, he can't reveal
too much of his potential to the wrong people. A lighthearted, escapist adventure in another world begins!
Full of beating hearts and fluttering feelings, this
anthology of girls' love stories will leave you breathless.
With contributors like Canno (Kiss and White Lily for My
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Dearest Girl), Sakuya Amano (Gosick), and Nio Nakatani
(Bloom into You), this collection is sure to satisfy the
desire for a sweet love story (or sixteen!).
Sumihara Tsuguto was once an ordinary seventeen-year-old,
but not anymore. Now, he and the sheepfolk girl Loulier
form an adventuring squad in a world completely unfamiliar
to him. The duo are separated when Loulier is caught by
Danaroot and his band of thugs and thrown into the dreaded
"Trash Pit." Determined to find Loulier, he leaps in after
her, and he is about to find out exactly why none have ever
returned from it alive...
Shiro Amano: The Artwork of Kingdom Hearts contains over
100 color images from the manga adaptation of the popular
video game franchise.
Baccano!, Vol. 1 (light novel)
How a Realist Hero Rebuilt the Kingdom (Manga): Omnibus 3
The Girl, the Shovel, and the Evil Eye 1
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